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Abstract

This work presents a method to extract traf-
fic events from German texts. We present a
rule based system, where patterns are auto-
matically extracted and ranked using a boot-
strapping approach. These patterns are subse-
quently evaluated and annotated by human an-
notators. The resulting pattern are evaluated
on three different text sources (Tweets, traf-
fic RSS feeds, and news articles) with different
language styles. Through the use of three data
sets we cannot only evaluate the usefulness of
the approach in a single domain but also evalu-
ate the domain portability of the proposed ap-
proach. We further perform an error analysis
to identify problems of the current system.

1 Introduction

Keeping up-to-date with the current traffic situa-
tion is a difficult task, especially in modern large
city environments. In such cities a large variety
of transportation options exist (e.g., public or in-
dividual transport) and public transportation is of-
ten managed by more than one authority. Infor-
mation about events impacting the personal travel
route is therefore provided by different informa-
tion providers. For example, local radio stations
provide local information about traffic jams, cities
provide information about planned road blocks,
and the public transportation operators post infor-
mation on current events. Because many differ-
ent sources exist, it is difficult to keep a complete
overview of the current traffic situation.

Much information on traffic related events is
publicly available. For example, user are enabled
to report traffic jams or accidents using social me-
dia, such as Twitter. Other text-sources are on-
line news websites and various syndication feeds.
However turning these unstructured textual data
into structured information is a challenging prob-
lem.

Rule based information extraction technologies
using manually crafted patterns is a common tech-
nique to extract structured information from un-
structured textual data. The major drawback of
this approach is that the manual creation of these
patterns is a very time-consuming task. In this
work we apply a technique which bootstraps the
pattern generation process, sorts the patterns by
their frequency and therefore and enables us to
focus on the most important patterns. For ex-
ample, from the sentence Berlin: Rail replace-
ment service between Schichauweg and Priester-
weg on route S2, we would like to extract a
Rail Replacement Service event with the argu-
ments location=S2 of type location-route, and
start-loc=Schichauweg and end-loc=Priesterweg
with type location-stop respectively.

The scientific contributions of this paper are as
follows: First, a common algorithm for pattern
recognition from the biology domain is applied to
the mobility domain. Second, we investigate the
portability of the learned patterns by creating pat-
terns from one dataset and evaluating them on an-
other dataset. Third, we compare the characteris-
tics of the traffic domain in different data sources,
namely RSS feeds, tweets and online news.

2 Background

In this section we list the background work starting
with bootstrapping pattern learning, followed by
general related work and the Spree framework.

2.1 Bootstrapping pattern learning
Rule based methods to generate structured infor-
mation from textual data using patterns is a com-
mon technique in information extraction. Hand
crafted rules often achieve high precision, but suf-
fer from relatively low recall (Andrade and Bork,
2000; Cohen et al., 2009). The main reason being
that manual rule construction is a time and labor
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intensive task. Several strategies have been pro-
posed to overcome this problem:

The distant supervision assumption (Mintz
et al., 2009) can be used to automatically label a
large set of document using known relationships
covered in a knowledge base. This strategy has
been applied by Thomas et al. (2011) to learn a
large set of linguistic patterns from dependency
graphs, without requiring manually labeled data.
Ravikumar et al. (2012) describe a similar strategy,
but implement a fuzzy dependency graph match-
ing strategy in order to increase recall.

Caporaso et al. (2007) used patterns and rules
to recognize entities in biomedical text. The pro-
posed strategy minimizes the effort of generat-
ing rules by generating a large set of rules semi-
automatically. These rules are then sorted by fre-
quency of occurrence. Then a human annotator
can annotate only the most frequent rules which
results in a higher recall than manually crafted
rules. The same strategy was applied by Thomas
and Leser (2013) for histone modification recogni-
tion. In both domains the approach achieved high
precision (> 90 %) and recall (> 80 %) values. In
our work presented here we also follow this ap-
proach.

2.2 Related Work

Leveraging social media for the extraction of
traffic information has been previously cov-
ered (Wanichayapong et al., 2011; Kosala et al.,
2012; Schulz et al., 2013; Gong et al., 2015; Gu
et al., 2016).

The work of Wanichayapong et al. (2011) fo-
cuses on road traffic information extraction from
Tweets in Thailand. The authors propose a strat-
egy to extract 3-ary traffic events. The arguments
include the affected road, as well as start, and end-
point of the extracted traffic event.

Schulz et al. (2013) classify English Tweets into
”car accident related” and ”not car incident re-
lated”. Relevant messages are geolocated using
Stanford Entity Recognizer (Finkel et al., 2005)
and the MapQuest geocoding API. A similar path
has been described by Gu et al. (2016) recogniz-
ing traffic events in the Pittsburgh and Philadelphia
metropolitan area. Tweets are classified into traffic
incident relevant or irrelevant and then geocoded
using regular expressions and a geo-parser. Both
approaches focus on the classification of Tweets
and do not perform n-ary event extraction.

Pereira et al. (2013) use accident reports to pre-
dict road clearance duration for expressways in
Singapore. From these reports, the authors com-
bine features derived from structured road traffic
data (e.g., number of cars per lane) with features
from the textual description of the current situa-
tion.

D’Andrea et al. (2015) evaluate various ma-
chine learning algorithms to classify Italian
Tweets into traffic and non-traffic related. Traf-
fic related Tweets in direct vicinity are clustered
using the user provided GPS location. The results
of the clustering is then compared with data from
news websites. This analysis unveils that traffic re-
lated information can be often extracted faster or
in similar time ranges from Tweets as provided by
news websites.

Gong et al. (2015) describe a method to map
geolocated Tweets to the Australian road network
in order to detect congested segments. The work
concentrates on the structured location data, pro-
vided in a Tweet and ignores information cov-
ered by the text itself. Leveraging geocoding
techniques could potentially help to improve this
method, by mapping the text to geographic fea-
tures, such as cities or streets.

The GermEval 2017 conference featured a
shared task on aspect-based sentiment analysis
in the mobility domain (Wojatzki et al., 2017).
The corpus focused on customer messages about
“Deutsche Bahn” and contains 22,000 German
messages from various social media sources.

In contrast to the previously described ap-
proaches, we focus on n-ary mobility event ex-
traction from texts. We consider not only road
accidents or traffic-jams, but also events in pub-
lic transportation networks. Our approach ex-
tracts mobility events from different text resources
(Twitter, RSS, and News) and is evaluated on a
publicly available corpus (Schiersch et al., 2018).
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study
of n-ary mobility events extraction from German
texts.

2.3 Spree

Spree (Hennig et al., 2016) is a scalable plat-
form for real-time, fine-grained event extraction
and geospatial visualization. It processes textual
data from different data sources to generate struc-
tured information from unstructured data sources.
The platform builds on the big data analytics
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framework Apache Flink (Alexandrov et al., 2014)
which allows high-throughput stream computing.
Spree contains a linguistic analysis pipeline which
was used to generate the patterns in this project.
The details of the pattern generation strategy are
covered in the methods section.

3 Mobility events

Using our linguistic pipeline we annotated differ-
ent types of concepts in the data. Table 1 lists these
concepts:

Concept Description

Location-City Municipalities, e.g., cities
Location-Street Streets, e.g., highways
Location-Route Transit routes, e.g., S1
Location-Stop Transit stops, e.g., Wien Hbf.
Date or Time Point in time, e.g., today
Duration Time periods e.g., 10 minutes
Distance Distances, e.g., 250 meter
Disaster Disasters, e.g., flood
Trigger Trigger,e.g., heavy traffic

Table 1: Entities and concepts annotated in the
data.

Using these concepts we want to detect the fol-
lowing traffic events: Accident, Canceled route,
Canceled stop, Delay, Disaster, and Obstruc-
tion. Each of these events uses named entities
as arguments, some are required and others op-
tional. For example, the Accident event requires
an exact location and trigger argument. The re-
maining arguments delay-time, direction, start-
location, end-location, start-date, end-date, cause
are optional. For reasons of brevity we do not list
detailed argument lists and explanations of each
event type. Interested readers may refer to the fol-
lowing publication for more details on the event
definitions (Schiersch et al., 2018).

4 Methods

In this section we describe the generation of the
automatically labeled corpus followed by a brief
discussion of the pattern generation process and
the evaluation strategy.

4.1 Corpus
For linguistic pattern generation we require a large
corpus containing articles for the domain of in-
terest. To this end, we collected traffic related

tweets and RSS messages in the time period be-
tween 01.01.2016 and 01.04.2016. Tweets in Ger-
man language were collected by 201 different key-
words (e.g., traffic jam, roadway, accident, . . . )
and 164 user channels (e.g., public transport
providers, police stations, . . . ). RSS messages
were periodically scraped (every 15 minutes) from
German traffic authorities, such as the German au-
tomobile association, German railway companies,
and traffic information from local radio stations.
This approach yielded in 7,155,862 tweets and
5,591,654 RSS items. Due to the periodic retrieval
of RSS feeds, several items are collected multiple
times. Deduplication of these RSS feeds yielded
90,604 unique RSS items. Some characteristics
of the two different unlabeled corpora are shown
in Table 2. The table indicates that RSS messages
are approximately twice as long as average tweets.

Property Tweets RSS

# documents 7,155,862 90,604
# tokens 122,992,580 3,709,826
avg. tokens 17.19 40.95
avg. characters 101.57 239.68

extracted patterns 392,191 87,756
distinct patterns 348,876 28,614
annotated patterns 97 138

Table 2: Characteristics about the unlabeled cor-
pora used for pattern generation. Averages are per
document.

4.2 Pattern generation

Patterns are generated in a semi-automatic fash-
ion by the following strategy originally proposed
by Caporaso et al. (2007). Both unlabeled text re-
sources (Twitter and RSS-feeds) are processed us-
ing the Spree architecture. This includes sentence
detection (for RSS feeds only), tokenization us-
ing Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) and
Named Entity Recognition of traffic related con-
cepts (street, city, train-stations, and train-routes)
using SPROUT (Drozdzynski et al., 2004). We ex-
tract surface patterns from sentences containing at
least one location-entity (i.e., street, train-station,
train-route, or city) and an event indicating word
(e.g., traffic jam, road block, . . . ). Each pattern
consists of the shortest text span between all au-
tomatically detected location words and the event
trigger. Therefore, every sentence leads to at most
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one pattern. Named entities are then replaced with
the detected entity type. For instance, cities are
replaced by <city>, event-triggers are replaced
by <trigger>, and so on. The pattern generation
workflow is exemplified in Figure 1. An overview
of the characteristics of the extracted patterns is
shown in Table 2.

4.3 Pattern annotation
Using the previously described strategy lead to
87,764 RSS- and 392,191 Twitter-patterns. The
frequency distribution of the 2,500 most fre-
quently extracted patterns of both text resources
is shown in Figure 2. As expected, the frequencies
of the extracted patterns follow a power law distri-
bution. Out of 28,614 individual RSS-patterns, the
200 most frequent cover 29.9 % of all pattern oc-
currences. For Twitter, the 200 most frequent pat-
terns cover 3.7 % of all pattern occurrences with a
total 348,876 distinct patterns. We manually anno-
tated the most frequently found patterns for both
resources individually. This strategy resulted in
97 patterns for Twitter and 138 patterns for the
RSS feeds. The last pattern we manually anno-
tated from the Twitter/RSS corpus occurs 20 and
32 times respectively. From now we use the terms
Twitter- and RSS-rules to refer to the manually an-
notated patterns generated from the two respective
corpora.

4.4 Pattern matching
Manually annotated patterns are converted into
regular expressions for the pattern matching step.
During the matching phase the generic entity type
location also matches all specific location sub-
types e.g., city, street. Hashtags in the annotated
patterns become optional when they are converted
into regular expressions which further increases
the number of detected mobility events. Whenever
multiple patterns match the same (or overlapping)
text span, we extract one mobility event from the
longest string-match only.

4.5 Evaluation
We evaluated our patterns on a corpus annotated
with fine grained traffic and industry related n-ary
events (Schiersch et al., 2018). The corpus con-
sists of 2,598 manually annotated documents in
German language, collected from three different
text sources. The sources are social media (Twit-
ter), traffic reports from various sources (provided
as RSS feeds), and newswire HTML documents.

For evaluation purposes we removed all industry
related events from the corpus. As our approach
does not rely on manually labeled training data,
the evaluation was performed on all available data.
The number of remaining relations on the test set
are shown in Table 3.

Corpus Relations

Twitter 194
RSS 467
News 41

Total 702

Table 3: Number of traffic related events in the
three different evaluation corpora.

For a detected event to count as true posi-
tive the predicted event type must be equal to
the gold standard event type and the predicted
event span must at least be subsumed by the gold
standard event span. The following event types
were considered in our evaluation: Accident, Traf-
ficJam, Delay, Obstruction, RailReplacementSer-
vice, CanceledStop, CanceledRoute.

5 Experiments

We performed the following experiments:
First, we investigated the domain adaptability

of generated patterns. To this end, we applied
patterns generated from a source corpus to detect
events in a different target domain. For example,
we used all patterns derived from Twitter (Twitter-
rules) on different target corpora. Besides testing
our system on test datasets collected from Twit-
ter and RSS feeds, we additionally evaluated our
system on a collection of news articles in HTML-
format that were crawled from the Internet.

On the other hand, we were interested in how
the performance of our system evolves with an in-
creasing number of manually annotated patterns.
In the best case the system should reach a steady-
state, where additional patterns lead to marginal
improvements only.

6 Results

The results in Table 4 indicate that the system is
able to extract mobility events from texts, where
patterns are extracted from the same domain. The
performance on Twitter and News test data is very
low for RSS-rules (F1 of 0.099 and 0.029, respec-
tively). This indicates that the pattern learning
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Figure 1: Example of the different steps for pattern generation. First, relevant entities are recognized using
SPROUT. Second, relevant terms are replaced by the respective entity type (i.e. <city>, <station>,
<street>, <trigger>, . . . ). Third, surface pattern are generated and sorted by rank. Fourth, pattern are
manually refined.

(a) Twitter-pattern distribution (b) RSS-pattern distribution

Figure 2: Frequency of the 2,500 most frequently extracted patterns from the Twitter and the RSS corpus.
Patterns are sorted by frequency rank. Please note that the y-axis uses a logarithmic scale.
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must be domain dependent, i.e. patterns learned
from one domain cannot be applied on data of
another domain. For the patterns extracted from
Twitter we observe a slightly different behavior. In
terms of F1 the performance is similar for Twitter
and the News domain. On the out-of-domain RSS
dataset we still observe a comparably low perfor-
mance. However, the combination of the two sets
of patterns (Twitter- and RSS-rules) can be use-
ful to increase recall on Twitter and RSS. On the
News dataset we cannot observe a positive im-
pact on recall using the combination of patterns, as
the RSS-rules extract only very few events on this
type of resource. Individual results for the seven
mobility-events using the combination of all pat-
terns is shown in Table 5. The result show that
some event-types (i.e., Traffic jam and rail replace-
ment service) can be extracted with high precision
and recall, while some events are rather difficult to
extract (i.e., route and stop cancellation).

We also compared our result with the relation
extraction system DARE (Xu et al., 2007; Krause
et al., 2012). DARE learns minimal dependency
subgraphs that connect all relation arguments. We
omit any filtering of the extracted dependency pat-
terns, i.e. we include all learned patterns, even am-
biguous or low-frequency ones, in the model. Fil-
tering the DARE patterns seems necessary for a
valid comparison with our method but since the
recall values for DARE are so low, it would not
substantially improve the results for F1. Our ap-
proach outperforms DARE on all three corpora.
We assume the main reason is the difficulty to gen-
erate dependency parse trees on the telegram style
texts, which are a prerequisite for DARE.

In our second experiment, we subsequently in-
creased the proportion of annotated patterns. The
results are shown in Figure 3 and 4. The results
indicate that the addition of rules has, apart from a
few exceptions covered in the Discussion, a pos-
itive impact on recall and F1. By adding more
rules, some false negatives are converted to true
positives (or false positives) which decreases the
number of false negatives and this, in turn, results
in higher recall values. Precision does not show a
comparable consistent behavior. When only a few
annotated rules are used, the number of false pos-
itives tends to be smaller which might result in a
very high precision.

7 Discussion

In the following we will discuss aspects of our
results that were different from our expectations
and needed some more investigation: Regarding
recall, we observe in few cases that less patterns
sometimes achieve a higher recall than using more
patterns. This can be observed for the RSS-rules
tested on the Twitter corpus. Here, the recall is
higher when using 80 % of the annotated patterns
than using all available patterns. Since the recall is
the ratio of true positives with respect to the sum
of true events, it should not drop when more rules
are included. It should rather increase the num-
ber of TPs or decrease the number of FNs yielding
equal or greater recall values. In our system, it
is possible that some input text will be matched
by multiple rules. In that case, we decided to use
the rule that matches the longest span in the input
text. In rare cases this strategy leads to the intro-
duction of false negatives. For example, the two
rules shown in Figure 5 both match the following
example sentence:

RB 40 Niedersachsen Zugausfall und Er-
satzverkehr Braunschweig Hbf Magdeburg:

• (1) Ersatzverkehr Braunschweig Hbf
Magdeburg

• (2) Zugausfall und Ersatzverkehr Braun-
schweig Hbf Magdeburg

For rule (1), the trigger-word that determines
the event type, is Ersatzverkehr (RailReplace-
mentService) whereas for rule (2), it is Zugausfall
(train cancellation). When the true event is Rail-
ReplacementService which is only induced by (1),
the choice of rule (2) results in a false negative
(RailReplacementService) as well as in one false
positive, namely the Delay event induced by rule
(2). This explains why the recall sometimes drops
when more annotated rules are included into our
system.

We previously showed in Table 4 that the com-
bination of Twitter- and RSS-rules is beneficial on
recall. We evaluated the overlap between RSS-
and Twitter-rules in Figure 6. The intersection be-
tween the two different set of rules is with two
rules relatively small. This indicates that the rules
extracted from the two different datasets cover dif-
ferent linguistic phenomena. Therefore, the com-
bination of both rule-sets increases recall on sev-
eral evaluation corpora.
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Twitter RSS News

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Twitter 0.7209 0.2719 0.3949 0.4588 0.0835 0.1413 0.6800 0.2615 0.3778
RSS 0.8571 0.0526 0.0992 0.7801 0.3191 0.4529 0.3333 0.0154 0.0294

Merged 0.7263 0.3026 0.4272 0.7458 0.3769 0.5007 0.6800 0.2615 0.3778

DARE 0.3750 0.1098 0.1698 0.2222 0.0699 0.1063 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Table 4: Evaluation results for the different set of patterns on the different evaluation corpora. The left
column indicates the source of the patterns. Patterns have been evaluated on Twitter, RSS, and News
documents. The highest result is highlighted in boldface.

Figure 3: Precision, Recall and F1-score when the system uses Twitter rules and test data from twitter
(left), RSS (middle) or news (right) corpora. The horizontal lines represent the results when the merged
RSS and Twitter rules are used.
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Figure 4: Precision, Recall and F1-score when the system uses RSS rules and test data from twitter (left),
RSS (middle) or news (right) corpora. The horizontal lines represent the values that we get when the
system uses the combination of RSS and Twitter rules.

Relation-Type P R F1

Accident 0.83 0.54 0.66
Canceled route 0.00 0.00 0.00
Canceled stop 0.00 0.00 0.00
Delay 0.73 0.46 0.57
Obstruction 0.58 0.26 0.35
Rail replacement service 1.00 0.88 0.93
Traffic jam 0.99 0.73 0.84

Table 5: Performance of event detection using the
combination of all patterns on all seven sub-event
types.

( 1 ) TRIGGER[ r e l a t i o n T y p e ] LOCATION−STOP
LOCATION−STOP

( 2 ) TRIGGER[ r e l a t i o n T y p e ] und TRIGGER
LOCATION−STOP LOCATION−STOP

Figure 5: Two annotated RSS-rules. relationType
designates the trigger inducing the event type.

Figure 6: Venn diagram for RSS- and Twitter-rules.

The bottleneck that keeps the F1-scores at a rel-
atively low value is recall since there is a quite
high number of false negatives. We use our sys-
tem for a web application visualizing the extracted
traffic events. By combining different sources,
from which the events are extracted in real time,
we hope to provide the user with reliable traffic
information faster than it is possible with informa-
tion available from radio stations or other sources.
We assume that every traffic event appears multi-
ple times, e.g. as tweet from multiple users who
describe the event in different words. Since our
evaluation is not on the semantic level of events,
but sentence based, the recall values we obtain re-
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main low. Therefore we focus on correctly pre-
dicting traffic-related events (i.e. precision) in the
first place instead of recall by taking a closer look
at the events that were classified as false positives.
Our investigations revealed that a small number of
the annotations were incorrect. Furthermore, we
observed that some sentences are annotated with
overlapping annotations. For instance, the exam-
ple described above was annotated twice, once as
RailReplacementService and once as Delay. Due
to the fact that our system detects at most one
event for the same text span, this necessarily re-
sults in at least one false negative.

In the following, we will discuss the problems
we observed, when we automatically extract the
patterns which are then used for manual annota-
tions.

All extracted patterns are based on entire sen-
tences and since Tweets and RSS feeds are of-
ten formulated in a telegram style, it can be dif-
ficult to detect sentence boundaries correctly for
them. This may result in extracted patterns whose
spans exceed the correct sentence boundaries and
the longer a detected pattern is, the less likely it
becomes to find matches for it. However, we as-
sume that important subpatterns of these long pat-
terns, i.e. those appearing frequently, are extracted
elsewhere.

Also sometimes the information spans multiple
sentences. E.g. Alert for highway A7: There is a
traffic jam. Since our system extracts events from
single sentences only it cannot detect events of this
type.

Other problems arise from the automatic anno-
tation of concepts by the linguistic pipeline. Often
words have overlapping annotations, e.g. the high-
way interchange Kreuz Köln contains the name of
a city in its name. In this case the word Köln is an-
notated twice, once as an interchange and once as
a city. The pattern algorithm does not work with
overlapping annotations. In this case we chose to
use only the concept with the longest span and to
remove other concepts.

8 Conclusion

We successfully applied a bootstrapping strategy
to automatically build a large set of patterns de-
scribing potential mobility related events. Patterns
have been derived from two different types of text
resources. In our analysis, we observe that pat-
terns derived from Twitter are well suited for short

messages from social media, as well as longer
news articles. RSS feeds describing traffic event
seem to be different from the other two resources,
as patterns derived from RSS have extremely low
recall values on Twitter and News feeds. In fol-
lowing work we would like to tackle the question
how the annotated patterns can be transferred to
other target languages.
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